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colourA world      of

As autumn approaches, most 
Kiwis’ plans for refurbishment leave 
the exterior and look inside. With 
that in mind we offer a roundup 
of some of the big players’ new 
products, events and colour trends 
for 2014.
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Resene is colour
Resene is one of the most recognisable names when it comes 

to paint and interior colour here in New Zealand and its colour 

trends often determine the look of many Kiwi interiors. 

Resene’s Karen Warman pointed out for us some of the larger 

trends and colour themes for the coming year and some of the new 

products that Resene is offering to achieve some of these looks.

Warman reports that brilliant yellows, pumpkin oranges and 

tomato reds as accents mixed with pretty pastels for a colourful 

balance is the hottest colour trend for 2014.

Scandinavian looks have partly inspired this look with pastel 

blues, greens, beiges, whites and off-whites, and natural light wood 

tones combined with a powerful red tone typical of the look. 

In terms of neutrals, Resene’s Warman reports a shift in the 

colour pallette with grey and white merging subtly with yellows. 

“Decorators still want a white scheme, but where they used to 

choose whites with grey in them we’re moving more towards 

whites with a yellow undertone to warm things up. Beiges are 

also warming up, mixing 

with rich creams, honeys 

and soft yellows.”

Deep rich blues 

are also trending this 

year and Resene has a 

number of lush shades, 

like resene True Blue 

that work beautifully 

with vibrant highlight 

colours like pink and 

orange while greens 

from the new palette 

are different from recent 

seasons, becoming more 

natural with muddy 

undertones or clear 

minty ones. 

Pink is also making a comeback. “Pinks are no longer the 

domain of the very young. They’re feminine, retro and very 

modern,” says Warman. 

Check out some of the pics above to see some of these 

colours in action or view the whole colour range or the 

Multifinish collection on the Resene website.

www.resene.co.nz/colour 

With the NeW Zealand finalists in the 2014 Dulux Colour Awards 
now announced, what are the design & decoration professionals 
operating at the top level offering as best practice?

This year’s New Zealand entries to the 28th iteration of these 
Australasian awards include a Category II heritage building in 
Wellington, an industrial-inspired makeover of a 1970s Newmarket 
car park, a 1903 character villa in Blenheim, a reworked space for a 
wine brand amid the Marlborough vineyards, and a contemporary 
Christchurch apartment complex. 

The New Zealand finalists (in their relevant categories) are: 

Single Residential Interior – Murphys Road House by Alex 
Fulton Design (1) – A 1903 Blenheim villa, the Murphys Road 
House needed to reflect the “maximalist”, colourful and kooky style 
of designer Alex Fulton and her family. Fulton wanted to highlight 
the home’s character features, yet inject some colour and life into 
the old beauty. Using a different bold colour in every room – 
including dark charcoal, lake blue, bright and candy pinks, mandarin 
orange, and grassy green – tied together with crisp white trims, the 
house exudes personality without compromising the space’s original 
craftsmanship.

Multi Residential Exterior – Riccarton Road Apartments by 
Stufken + Chambers Architects – Inspired by the surrounding 
natural environment, Stufken + Chambers Architects coated the 
exterior surfaces of Christchurch’s Riccarton Road Apartments in a 
restrained palette of white, brightened with splashes of leafy green, 
vibrant red, and sky blue on individual balconies.

Student – 283 Cuba Street by Henry D’Ath – Amidst the historic 
framework of iconic Cuba Street, Wellington, student Henry D’Ath 
saw one building that stuck out: 283 Cuba Street is a single office 
building, constructed during the 1980s and (as with many buildings 
of its era) ignorant of its heritage surrounds. D’Ath’s university 
project envisioned integrating this building – through a series of 
“cuts” to expose the “guts” of the interior, splashed in yellows and 
greens, to create a contemporary laneway into the street.

Commercial Interiors – Astrolab Wines byAlex Fulton 
Design (2) –From a run-down residential home, the working space 
for Blenheim wine company Astrolabe Wines emerged. With a brief 
to modernise the character house to accommodate working and 
hosting areas, interior designers Alex Fulton Design integrated the 
space with the vineyard surrounds – contrasting a trio of green hues 
with chalky black and crisp white.

Commercial Interiors – 8 Leek Street Newmarket by Outline 
Design – 8 Leek Street Newmarket, home to new commercial 
offices, is a 1970s building reborn. The former car park has been 
given a vibrant new lease on life and has been rebuilt within 
the existing shell to house a creative marketing business, yet 
still reflect its historic function through an industrial colour 
scheme, fixtures, fittings and graphics. Against the neutral 
calming backdrop of Dulux Mt Aspiring Quarter, Outline Design 
incorporated bright pops of colour with vibrant blocks of leafy 
green and Dark charcoal, with steel beams and safety equipment 
in kowhai yellow.
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Mitre 10 has  
interiors covered in 2014
Early in the year we spoke to Mitre 10 Paint and Paint Accessories 

Category Manager Sarah Grant who offered some welcome info 

on Mitre 10’s projected trends for 2014. 

First up, what colours and shades can we expect to see in Kiwi 

homes in 2014?

“Magenta, brilliant yellows and pumpkin oranges are the 

colours of the season and they are being used as accents and 

mixed with pastels for balance,” says Grant. “Navy is also making 

a huge comeback as people paint rooms in darker hues using 

cooler colours and neutral shades.”

We also asked if there were any noticeable trends or changes 

in the way that Kiwis were shopping both in store and at home. 

“Online advice and inspiration is probably the biggest 

change we’re noticing with people searching online for ideas 

and colours schemes that they can recreate at home. At lot of 

inspiration comes from online sites such as Pinterest and we find 

people are increasingly looking for phone and tablet apps that 

are helpful in making a choice in store.”

www.mitre10.co.nz

Haydn has a 
solution
Haydn Brush has new products on the 

market that will make life easier for tradies 

and DIYers alike. haydn Builder Board is 

a heavy duty, water resistant temporary 

floor protection being touted as “the most 

durable paper board on the market” and is 

an easy-to-install solution that lays fast and 

flat to protect granite, marble, travertine, 

carpet, concrete, tiles, wood, lino and 

more. Haydn Builder Board now features 

Liquid Shield technology for maximum 

breathability combined with increased 

spill proofing that protects against water, 

paint, mud and is tough enough to be 

driven over at over 1mm thick. This 100% 

recyclable product is available in roll sizes 

of 0.965m x 30.48m.

The other addition to the Haydn stable of products is 

DAP 3.0 Window, Door, Trim & Siding high Performance 
Sealant. Ideal for sealing windows, door frames, corner 

joints, siding, trim, butt joints, baseboards, moulding, pipes, 

ducts and vents, DAP 3.0 is water resistant and fully 

paintable in just 30 minutes and 100% waterproof when 

cured. It also offers extreme temperature use so it can be 

applied in outdoor conditions ranging from 7-49°C. DAP 

3.0 is available in White and non-yellowing Crystal Clear, 

is shrink and crack proof and adheres to just about 

almost any surface you can think of including wood, 

metal, brick, glass, vinyl, aluminium, concrete, masonry, 

plaster, drywall, stucco, stone and painted surfaces.

www.haydn.co.nz

Commercial Interiors – Harbour City Centre by Studio Pacific 
Architecture (3) – Built in 1928, the Harbour City Centre on 
Lambton Quay is a Category II heritage building. Commissioned 
by Kirkcaldie & Stains to refurbish the interior, Studio Pacific 
Architecture worked with charcoals and soft greys to recreate 
the drama and impact that had been lost in the existing pale 
paintwork. Sensitive to reflecting the building’s history, the team 
took colour cues from existing surfaces – the marble wall lining, 
the pink-tinged tiles – to highlight intricate details in a departure 
from conventional heritage schemes.

Louise McKenzie-Smith, Dulux Colour Expert and member of the 
judging panel that selected the finalists, said 2014 was a strong year 
for New Zealand colourists. 

“Bright yellows, oranges, blues and greens dominated this year, 
contrasted with bold near-blacks and crisp whites. Eighties inspired 
schemes were big, mixing bold, clashing colours and geometric 
shapes, experimenting with colour on ceilings and door frames, 
playing with sheen and gloss.

“For residential spaces particularly, we also saw more earth-
inspired hues – olive and leafy greens were in plenty of palettes 
this year. Reds and greys were also popular, and the use of colour 
blocking was prominent – it’s a trend that keeps on giving.

“The New Zealand heritage restoration work really stood out 
this year – no doubt due to the increasing work in Christchurch 
and Wellington. We saw a real respect for existing buildings, 
emphasising ornamental and structural details, yet with a refreshing 
use of palettes that steered away from just pale or neutral shades.”

The 2014 Dulux Colour Awards executive judging panel, 
which includes Claire Sullivan, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief 
of New Zealand publications, Denizen and Design Folio, as the 
sole New Zealand judge, along with Geoffrey Carran, NZ-born 
contemporary artist, Daimon Downey, ex-Sneaky Sound System 
musician, creative and entrepreneur, Daniel Dalla Riva, designer 
and Callum Fraser, architect.

Whittled down from entries by top names in the design 
community, the most creative colour schemes will progress through 
to the final stage of the trans-Tasman awards. Winners will be 
announced at a gala evening in Melbourne on 27 March, 2014 (the 
day after we go to press…).  

www.dulux.co.nz/colourawards 
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Get wall wise with Surtech 
wallcoverings from Resene
New to Resene is Surtech self-adhesive glass fabric. Simply 

apply, followed with new Resene Surtech Surfacer and finish in 

a coloured topcoat. Surtech is self-adhesive and can be easily 

repositioned, saving time mucking around with pasting or 

repositioning. 

The Surtech fabric isn’t permanently adhered until the 

Surfacer is applied so you can remove and reapply strips of 

Surtech prior to applying the Surfacer if needed. The fibre 

reinforcing adds rigidity and strength to the finish and makes 

it ideal in high traffic areas such as schools, rest homes and 

hospitals where damage is more likely. As fibreglass is fire 

retardant this added protection is built into the system. Available 

exclusively from Resene. 

www.resene.co.nz

Wood as tile – now in 3D!
In the last issue we took a look at some of the latest tile trends 

from Europe that Heritage Tiles is offering New Zealanders in 

2014. Since then a few more additions to Heritage’s extensive 

collection of tiles have come to our attention that were too good 

not to pass on. The Efeso collection from Vives is the latest 

range and features the Douro Blanco tile which gives a striking 

yet subtle 3D look in an aged wood style that compliments a 

wide range of furnishing styles.

www.tile.co.nz


